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Abstract Endogenous members of the family Caulimo-

viridae have now been found in the genomes of many plant

species. Although these sequences are usually fragmented

and rearranged and show varying degrees of decay, the

genomes of the ancestral viruses can often be reassembled

in silico, allowing classification within the existing viral

taxonomic framework. In this paper, we describe analyses

of endogenous members of the family Caulimoviridae in

the genomes of Oryza sativa, Nicotiana tabacum and

Solanum spp. and on the basis of phylogeny, genome

organization and genetic distance within the pol gene,

propose two new virus genera called Orendovirus and

Solendovirus. A system of nomenclature for endogenous

virus sequences in plants is also proposed.

Retroelements are genetic entities that occur as both RNA

and DNA molecules and alternate between the two through

cycles of reverse transcription and transcription. The

diversity of viral retroelements is very large and includes

retroviruses (family Retroviridae), pararetroviruses (fami-

lies Caulimoviridae and Hepadnaviridae) and long termi-

nal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (families Metaviridae

and Pseudoviridae) [10, 18]. All viral retroelements con-

tain a gag-pol replicon core, to which is linked additional

adaptive genes that enable the different types of retroele-

ment to occupy various ecological niches [17]. The gag

gene encodes the major structural protein or capsid protein,

and the pol gene encodes an aspartic protease and reverse

transcriptase (RT) with RNase H1 activity [10]. The RT

has conserved amino acid motifs indicating a common

evolutionary origin. Phylogenetic analyses using this part

of the protein have led to the development of a universal

classification system for retroelements and enabled accu-

rate taxonomic placement, even in the absence of a com-

plete genome sequence [5, 10, 45].

The term ‘endogenous’ is associated with viral retro-

elements that have infected host germ line cells at some

time in the past and are inherited from parent to offspring

as provirus in a Mendelian fashion. Within the animal

kingdom, endogenous viral retroelements include retrovi-

ruses in the genera Alpharetrovirus, Betaretrovirus, Gam-

maretrovirus and Lentivirus (subfamily Orthoretrovirinae)

and LTR retrotransposons in the families Metaviridae and

Pseudoviridae [10, 21]. A shared feature of these endo-

genous viral retroelements is that following integration in

the host genome, they evolve in the manner of a pseudo-

gene and accumulate inactivating mutations (premature

stop codons, frameshift mutations, gene deletions and

internal recombinations) [1, 39]. The extent of sequence

decay is dependent on the age of the integration event, and
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some recently integrated endogenous retroviruses are still

relatively intact, transcriptionally active in germ cell tissue

and probably infectious [2–4, 12].

Representatives of both the Metaviridae and Pseudo-

viridae but not the Retroviridae are present in plant gen-

omes [10]. Additionally, a growing number of endogenous

members of the family Caulimoviridae have also been

identified [14, 28, 35]. Unlike retroviruses and LTR ret-

rotransposons, which encode an integrase, these endoge-

nous members of the Caulimoviridae have inserted in the

host genome through other mechanisms, possibly by

recruitment of the viral DNA to repair double-stranded

breakages in host chromosomal DNA or by recombination

of viral pregenomic RNA with LTR retrotransposon RNA

to form a chimeric molecule, which then has integrated

following normal retrotransposon mechanisms [14, 22].

As with the endogenous members of the family Retro-

viridae, the majority of endogenous members of the

Caulimoviridae appear to be inactive through a variety of

mutations. However, there is strong evidence that some

sequences are able to initiate infection under certain con-

ditions, the best studied examples being Banana streak OL

virus (BSOLV) [27], Banana streak GF virus (BSGfV)

[14], Petunia vein clearing virus (PVCV) [33] and Tobacco

vein clearing virus (TVCV) [25]. Ageing of the approxi-

mate time of integration is possible based on the distribu-

tion of similar sequences in related plant species. For

example, there are different endogenous badnavirus

sequences (\85% nucleotide identity in the pol gene) in

Musa acuminata and M. balbisiana [15], progenitors of the

domesticated banana, suggesting that the integration events

occurred B4.6 million years ago, the time at which these

two plant species diverged from a common ancestor [23].

Almost all of the endogenous members of the Caulim-

oviridae remain unclassified, and agreement has not yet

been reached on a system of nomenclature. Staginnus et al.

[37] recently proposed a system of nomenclature, but this

system differentiates between replication-competent and

defective endogenous viral sequences. For endogenous

sequences with exogenous counterparts, the naming

conventions of the International Committee on Taxonomy

of Viruses (ICTV) are followed, but for replication-

defective endogenous sequences, use of an acronym is

proposed, comprising the host plant initials followed by the

suffix EPRS (derived from ‘‘endogenous pararetroviral

sequence’’), e.g. SotuEPRS for the endogenous members of

the Caulimoviridae in Solanum tuberosum (potato). The

latter system of nomenclature is taxonomically imprecise,

as ‘pararetrovirus’ is not a recognized taxon name but

instead a descriptive term for viruses such as Hepatitis B

virus and Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV), which use

reverse transcription in replication but do not integrate in

the host genome as part of the replication cycle [42].

Furthermore, this proposed system of nomenclature is

inconsistent with that adopted for the endogenous members

of the Retroviridae, which are named in the same manner,

irrespective of their replication competency [10].

In this paper, we describe analyses done to classify the

endogenous members of the Caulimoviridae for which

complete or substantial portions of the genome sequence

are available. We do not distinguish between replication-

competent and defective sequences, recognizing that a

taxon name is an abstract concept and can be applied to

both living and extinct organisms. Assignment of a species

name to an endogenous sequence does not imply that the

sequence is infective, but refers to an ancestral virus, of

which the integrated DNA in a plant genome is considered

a derivative. An analogy is the fossilized skeleton of an

animal or plant embedded in rock, which is mineralized,

incomplete and with varying degrees of rearrangement and

erosion, but can still be used as evidence by a paleontol-

ogist to propose a name and classification. Even though

many endogenous members of the Caulimoviridae are

probably now replication defective, long stretches of con-

ceptually translatable sequence and even open reading

frames often remain, and the phylogenetic signals are

typically very strong [15, 19, 22, 36], allowing classifica-

tion within the existing viral taxonomic framework.

To investigate natural groupings among the endogenous

members of the Caulimoviridae, genome organizations and

phylogenetic relationships were investigated. Because of

incompleteness, the many small (c. 500 nt) badnavirus-like

sequences that have been PCR-amplified from members of

Musa and other plant genera were excluded from the

analyses. Protein sequences corresponding to a region of

the CaMV polymerase (pol) from amino acid residues L269

to R672 (GenBank accession NP_056728) were aligned

using CLUSTALX [43]. This region includes the seven

conserved motifs that define the catalytic region of the

reverse transcriptase [29, 45] and conserved residues found

in the active site of the RNase H [20, 34]. The protein

alignment was then used to write the DNA alignment using

the program TRANALIGN, a re-implementation of the

program MRTRANS in the EMBOSS suite of software

[32]. Endogenous viral sequences that could not be con-

ceptually translated because of mutations were then added

to the alignment and selectively realigned using CLU-

STALX. Pairwise sequence comparison (PASC) analyses

were done using MEGA version 4 [41]. Corrected nucle-

otide (d(nt)) and amino acid (d(aa)) distances were calcu-

lated using the Kimura 2-parameter and Poisson methods,

respectively. Phylogenetic analyses were done using sev-

eral methods, as described below.

Maximum-parsimony analyses were done using PAUP*

version 4.0b10 [40]. All substitutions were weighted

equally, and gaps were treated as missing data. A heuristic
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search strategy was implemented with 1,000 replicates

using random taxon addition sequence, tree bisection and

reconnection (TBR) branch swapping, and a maximum of

50,000 trees per replicate. To assess statistical support,

bootstrap support [11] was determined with 1,000 repli-

cates using heuristic search options and TBR branch

swapping, with the maxtree option set at 10,000. Bremer

support/decay indices [6] were calculated by searching for

all trees equal to or less than a given length. A strict

consensus of the resulting trees was examined to see which

clades were retained. This method gives the minimum

number of steps needed to find trees in which a particular

clade disintegrates; e.g. clades that are not retained after

searching for trees one step longer than the most parsi-

monious are assigned a value of D1.

Maximum-likelihood analyses were done using the

heuristic search strategy in PAUP* version 4.0b10 [40].

ModelTest version 3.07 [31] was used to determine the

best-fitting model of DNA substitution for use in maxi-

mum-likelihood analyses for each region by selecting a

model based on the Akaike Information Criterion. The

dataset was not partitioned into RT and RNase H regions,

and indels were not included in the maximum-likelihood

analyses as implemented in PAUP*, because separate

models of evolution cannot be specified for different

regions or indels.

Bayesian inference was done, with and without indels

and with and without partitioning the RT and RNase H

domains, using the program MrBayes v3.1.2 [16]. The

RNase H domain was defined as the region spanning amino

acid residues P542 to R672 of the CaMV pol based on

CLUSTALX alignment to the RNase H domains of the pol

of Human immunodeficiency virus (GenBank accession

NP_789740), Murine leukemia virus (GenBank accession

2HB5_A) and Rous sarcoma virus (GenBank acces-

sion NP_056886) [8, 24]. The analyses used uniform prior

distributions for the alpha shape parameter of the gamma

distribution (0–10), proportion of invariable sites (0–1),

rate matrix parameters (1–100), and branch lengths (1–10).

A Dirichlet distribution (four parameters) was used for the

base frequencies. Indels were coded as a separate data

partition. Each dataset was analysed using the Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process starting with an ini-

tial random tree, five million generations and four chains.

For all analyses, 50,000 trees were sampled from the

posterior probability distribution (one every 100 genera-

tions), and 10% of the trees were discarded as ‘‘burn-in’’. A

95% majority-rule consensus tree was calculated in PAUP*

for the remaining trees, which served to estimate the pos-

terior probability for each of the resolved clades.

Kunii et al. [22] described a new class of virus-like

sequences in the rice (Oryza sativa) genome, which they

called endogenous rice tungro bacilliform virus-like

sequences (ERTBVs): these sequences formed three dis-

tinct clusters, designated A, B and C. The reassembled

genomes of these sequences were similar to those of Rice

tungro bacilliform virus (RTBV) but differed through the

absence of an ORF equivalent to ORF2 in members of the

genera Tungrovirus and Badnavirus (Fig. 1a) [22, 38].

Caution must be exercised when making extrapolations

about the genome organization of an ancestral virus from

an integrated sequence, as an ORF may be missing, either

because it is disrupted or because it has been deleted during

recombination, but closer examination of the rice sequen-

ces suggests that these hypotheses are unlikely. Firstly,

homologues of the RTBV ORF2 protein were not retriev-

able in a tBLASTn search of the O. sativa nucleotide

database translated in all six frames, in contrast to the

results obtained when a search was done using the RTBV

ORF1 protein. Secondly, the structure of the junction

between ORF1 and ORF2 is identical for sequence clusters

A, B and C, with ORF2 being in a -1 translational reading

frame relative to ORF1 and overlapping the end of ORF1

by 34 nucleotides. The junctions of ORFs 1 and 2 and

ORFs 2 and 3 in members of the genera Tungrovirus and

Badnavirus bear similarity in that each successive ORF is

in a -1 reading frame relative to the previous ORF but

differ in that only the stop and start codons of successive

ORFs overlap.

All phylogenetic analyses (parsimony, maximum like-

lihood and Bayesian inference) resulted in similar tree

topologies (Fig. 2a, b). There was strong support for a

clade containing the monophyletic genera Tungrovirus and

Badnavirus and the rice endogenous viruses (Table 1). The

strict consensus of all equally parsimonious trees obtained

with and without incorporating indels resulted in the

endogenous viruses in rice forming a sister clade to the

genus Badnavirus, and these two clades in turn were sister

to the genus Tungrovirus. In some of the Bayesian analy-

ses, the rice endogenous viruses and the genus Tungrovirus

formed a monophyletic clade that was sister to the genus

Badnavirus, but this relationship was not retrieved in all

Bayesian phylograms obtained. A classification that

included the rice endogenous viruses in either of the genera

Badnavirus or Tungrovirus would therefore lead to the

creation of a paraphyletic group (Fig. 3).

Finally, when PASC analyses were done using the pol

gene, sequence differences between the rice endogenous

viruses and their next closest relatives were similar in

magnitude to those of members of different virus genera

(Table 2). These results, combined with phylogenetic

placement and genome organization, suggest that the

ancestor of the rice endogenous viruses should be classified

in a new genus within the family Caulimoviridae, for

which we propose the name ‘Orendovirus’ (siglum for

Oryza endogenous virus). The maximum d(nt) between the
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endogenous rice virus sequences was 0.107 substitutions

per site (9.8% nucleotide identity), suggesting that

sequence clusters A, B and C are derived from the same

species [5, 10], for which we propose the name Oryza

sativa virus (OsatV).

Gambley et al. [13] has found an even closer relative of

the rice endogenous viruses in pineapple (Ananas comosus)

than either the badnaviruses or tungroviruses, but because

of the incompleteness of this sequence, it is not yet possible

to tell whether it shares the same genome organization. We

propose the name Ananas comosus virus (AcomV) for this

virus, but until more is known about its genome

organization, we have declined to assign it to a genus

within the Caulimoviridae.

Apart from the badnaviruses and the abovementioned

rice and pineapple viruses, the other major group of

endogenous members of the Caulimoviridae is present in

the Solanaceae [19, 25, 36]. All sequences (NtEPRVs and

LycEPRVs) share the same genome organization as

TVCV [19, 36], and group with this virus in phylogenetic

analyses (Fig. 2). The maximum d(nt) between TVCV

and these endogenous viruses was 0.222 substitutions per

site (19.1% nucleotide identity), and the mean d(nt) was

0.187 substitutions per site (16.4% nucleotide identity).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Comparison of the genome organisation of a Oryza sativa

virus (OsatV; GenBank accession BR000031), Rice tungro bacilli-
form virus (RTBV; GenBank accession NC_001914) and Commelina
yellow mottle virus (ComYMV; GenBank accession NC_001343) and

b Tobacco vein clearing virus (TVCV; GenBank accession

NC_003378) and Cassava vein mosaic virus (CsVMV; GenBank

accession NC_001648). Genome maps are linearised, and following

convention, numbering begins at the first nucleotide of the tRNAmet

binding site. However, this motif could not be found in the intergenic

region of OsatV, and the arbritrary start point was designated as T510

in GenBank accession BR000031 based on an optimal alignment of

the intergenic regions of OsatV and RTBV. Similarly, parts of the

CsVMV ORF1 orthologous to TVCV ORFs 1 and 2 were also

determined by alignment of the deduced protein sequences. The

TVCV ORF2 protein was first aligned, and then the ORF1 protein to

the remaining, truncated sequence of the CsVMV ORF1 protein.

Based on this analysis, the CsVMV coat protein extends from M125

(nt 402) to Y875 (nt 2654), and the movement protein from N889 (nt

2694) to K1355 (nt 4094). Conserved motifs are marked with the

following symbols and correspond to sequences provided in Fig. 3:

movement protein (black club suit), zinc finger (asterisk), aspartic

protease active site (open diamonds) and reverse transcriptase active

site (shaded diamonds). Dotted lines mark homologous parts of the

different virus genomes. Protein molecular weights (kDa) are

provided under each ORF label. Arrows denote untranslated regions
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Applying the current threshold for differentiation of spe-

cies in the family Caulimoviridae (20% nucleotide

sequence identity in the pol gene) [10], all sequences

derive from the single species, and following naming

precedence (chronological order of acceptance by the

ICTV), the name Tobacco vein clearing virus should be

adopted.

TVCV is currently classified in the genus Cavemovirus,

which has Cassava vein mosaic virus (CsVMV) as the type

species. In our phylogenetic analyses, there was strong
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Fig. 2 Phylogenetic trees with statistical support using different

methods: a Parsimony analysis without indels: strict consensus of 23

equally parsimonious trees (Consistency Index 0.2923, Retention

Index 0.5636, Length 10,389) with bootstrap percentages above nodes

and Decay Indices (D) below key nodes; b Bayesian inference of

sequence data partitioned into RT-RNase H domains, with indels: a

randomly selected phylogram, with posterior probabilities above

nodes. Abbreviations and sources of sequences are: Saccharomyces
cerevisiae Ty3 virus (SceTy3V; GenBank accession M34549),

Drosophila melanogaster Gypsy virus (DmeGypV; M12927), Petunia
vein clearing virus (PVCV; GenBank accession NC_001839),

Soybean chlorotic mottle virus (SbCMV; GenBank accession

NC_001739), Blueberry red ringspot virus (BRRV; GenBank acces-

sion NC_003138), Peanut chlorotic streak virus (PCSV; GenBank

accession NC_001634), Strawberry vein banding virus (SVBV;

GenBank accession NC_001725), Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV;

GenBank accession NC_001497), Carnation etched ring virus
(CERV; GenBank accession NC_003498), Horseradish latent virus
(HRLV; GenBank accession AY534732), Banana streak OL virus
(BSOLV; GenBank accession NC_003381), Commelina yellow
mottle virus (ComYMV; GenBank accession NC_001343), Cacao
swollen shoot virus (CSSV; GenBank accession NC_001574), Citrus
yellow mosaic virus (CiYMV; GenBank accession NC_003382),

Dioscorea bacilliform virus (DBV; GenBank accessions X94576 and

X94581), Sugarcane bacilliform Mor virus (SCBMorV; GenBank

accession NC_008017), Sugarcane bacilliform IM virus (SCBIMV;

GenBank accession NC_003031), Banana streak Mys virus
(BSMysV; GenBank accession NC_006955), Banana streak OL virus
(BSOLV; GenBank accession NC_003381), Kalanchoe top-spotting
virus (KTSV; GenBank accession NC_004540), Banana streak GF
virus (BSGFV; GenBank accession NC_007002), Oryza sativa virus

sequence cluster A (OsatV-A; GenBank accession BR000029), Oryza

sativa virus sequence cluster B (OsatV-B; GenBank accession

BR000030), Oryza sativa virus sequence cluster C (OsatV-C;

GenBank accession BR000031), Rice tungro bacilliform virus isolate

Philippines (RTBV-Ph; GenBank accession NC_001914), Rice tun-
gro bacilliform virus isolate West Bengal (RTBV-WB; GenBank

accession AJ314596), Cassava vein mosaic virus (CsVMV; GenBank

accession NC_001648), LycEPRV-Lh1, -Lh4, -Lh5, -Lh6, -Lh7, -

Lh8, -Le1 and -Le2 (GenBank accessions DQ273256, DQ273259,

DQ273260, DQ273261, DQ273264, DQ273262, DQ273251 and

DQ273252), NtEPRV (GenBank accession AJ238747), NtEPRV-

V3, -V4, -V6, -V9, -V14, -E21 and -E22 (GenBank accessions

AJ414164, AJ414166, AJ413172, AJ414168, AJ414167, AJ414172

and AJ414173, respectively)
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statistical support for CsVMV being sister to the clade

containing TVCV and related endogenous virus sequences

(Table 1). However, CsVMV has a different genome

organisation to TVCV, the key differences being (1) the

coat protein and movement protein domains of the ORF1

protein of CsVMV are divided between two ORFs in

TVCV; (2) the CsVMV ORF1 protein has a 124-aa

N-terminal extension (calculated to be 200 aa by Lockhart

et al. [25]) of unknown function relative to the TVCV

ORF1 protein and (3) CsVMV has an additional small ORF

(ORF2, Fig. 1b) [7, 9, 25]. A fifth ORF described by de

Kochko et al. [9], located at nts 7973–8136 in the genome,

is unlikely to be functional, as it is within the part of the

pregenomic RNA with strong secondary structure that is

typically bypassed during translation [30].

PASC analyses of the pol gene by Bousalem et al. [5]

suggested that the d(aa) between CsVMV and TVCV is

within the range of different virus genera but the d(nt) is

more typical of different virus species in the same genus.

Our results using a larger fragment of the pol gene support

these previous analyses, as the d(aa) between CsVMV and

TVCV was at the low end of the range for intergeneric

comparisons, but the d(nt) was the lowest of all values

(Table 2). Bousalem et al. [5] speculated that this dis-

crepancy between d(aa) and d(nt) could be due to

sequencing errors, which would have a disproportionate

effect on the amino acid sequence. However, we consider

this explanation unlikely, as a full-length, infectious clone

of the CsVMV genome was independently sequenced by

two groups, and only three discrepancies observed, none of

which were within the pol gene [9], and several endoge-

nous TVCV clones have been sequenced and included in

our analyses. A more likely explanation is that the rate of

non-synonymous substitution in one or other virus has been

relatively high due to positive selection pressures. In any

case, the d(aa) is more biologically significant than the

d(nt) because the protein is the functional unit and should

take precedence in considerations on the taxonomy of the

viruses.

In conclusion, we recommend that on the basis of dif-

ferences in genome organisation and PASC analyses,

TVCV should be split from the genus Cavemovirus, and a

new, monotypic genus should be created, for which we

propose the name Solendovirus (siglum for Solanaceae

endogenous virus).

To differentiate integrated viral DNA from actively

replicating virus, we support the recommendation of

Staginnus et al. [37] to place the term ‘endogenous’ prior to

the virus species name e.g. endogenous tobacco vein

clearing virus, or when abbreviated, eTVCV. Where

sequence clusters (sc) occur, this information could be

conveyed in a suffix in the manner of a strain designation.

When referring to a specific locus, the code for the locus

could be provided after the sequence cluster designation

e.g. eOsatV-scBLocOs01g02380.1 for endogenous Oryza

sativa virus sequence cluster B DNA at locus

Os01g02380.1 in the genome of Oryza sativa ssp. japonica

cv. Nipponbare. When plant genomes have yet to be

sequenced, some other numerical code, a BAC address or

even a GenBank accession number could be used until the

genome sequence is finalised. In some instances, endoge-

nous DNA from the same ancestral virus species may be in

two plant species, either because the integration event

preceded plant speciation or because there had been two

Table 1 Statistical support for main clades obtained by parsimony and Bayesian inference methods

Clade membership Parsimony- Percentage

of equally parsimonious

trees with the clade

Bootstrap

percentage

Bayesian posterior probabilities

RT

without

indels

RT

with

indels

RT

without

indels

RT

with

indels

RT

without

indels

RT

with

indels

RT partitioned,

without indels

RT partitioned,

with indels

RTBV = Tungrovirus 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

OsatV 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Badnavirus 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

OsatV ? Badnavirus 100 100 \50 \50 \95 \95 \95 \95

RTBV ? OsatV ? Badnavirus 100 100 77 79 100 100 100 100

Soymovirus 100 100 98 99 100 100 100 100

Caulimovirus 100 100 95 95 100 100 100 100

Soymovirus ? Caulimovirus 100 100 80 79 100 100 100 100

LycEPRV ? NtEPRV ? TVCV 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

CsVMV ? LycEPRV ? NtEPRV

? TVCV as sister

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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independent integration events. In these instances, an

endogenous virus in one plant species may be named after

another plant species, but this problem is no different to

that encountered in traditional virus nomenclature, where

the virus is named after the host in which it is first found.

We recommend that the initials of the plant species be

included as the first part of the locus code if not already

present.

We do not recommend the use of the suffix ‘a’ or ‘d’ for

‘activateable’ or ‘dead’ viral sequences when referring to a

specific locus, as suggested by Staginnus et al. [37], for

several reasons. Firstly, the sequence and structural

arrangement of a locus are not the only factors determining

the ‘activateability’ of a locus, but also the genome com-

position and ploidy of the host and the prevailing envi-

ronmental conditions. Secondly, sequences from a number

Fig. 3 Comparison of

conserved motifs [9, 26, 44] in

the proteins of a selection of

viruses from the genera

Badnavirus, Tungrovirus and

Cavemovirus and endogenous

members of the family

Caulimoviridae in the genomes

of Oryza sativa, Solanum
lycopersicum and Solanum
habrochaites. Virus acronyms

and sequences are as provided

in the caption for Fig. 2. The

sequences of LycEPRV-Lh7

and -Lh9 are incomplete, and

therefore positions of the motifs

in the genome are not shown
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of host loci and even from an exogenous virus may

recombine to form an infectious virus genome. Finally,

although it may be possible to assign infectivity to a par-

ticular locus when the occurrence of infection follows a

simple inheritance pattern, as is the case for eBSGFV [14],

it would be very difficult to do this when there are multiple

or closely linked loci with endogenous viral sequences. To

communicate whether a virus species occurs in an endo-

genous form and whether or not it is extant, categories

could be provided in the genus description as has already

been done for the genera Alpharetrovirus and Gammaret-

rovirus [10].
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